NightWatch is a web-based tracking and management application that enhances visibility in the service delivery process for improved productivity. This tool is client specific allowing each hospital to customize the various data fields with their specific information. The proprietary technology enables authorized users – technologists, ER personnel or client representatives – to efficiently monitor real-time status of exams through final report delivery to remove any guesswork.

Best of all, with NightWatch's intuitive navigation and interface, users benefit from its dynamic functionality with minimal training.

NightWatch empowers users with:

- Real-time tracking of current exams throughout the delivery process
- Detailed “study status” with all relevant case information
- Creating and submitting patient information
- Reprinting or exporting radiology and administrative reports
- Submitting and tracking discrepancies
- Creating and maintaining user accounts

Although radiology and administrative reports are forwarded automatically, NightWatch allows instant access for more flexibility. Clients and affiliated hospitals maintain complete control of their accounts and database. For even greater efficiency, password-protected access can be granted to individuals with several authorization levels.

Please note that NightWatch is a complementary resource and is not required to leverage NightShift’s services. Since our typical report turnaround is already accelerated, not every hospital will require real-time access to track studies. If the need ever arises, however, rest assured NightWatch is ready to provide the information you need.